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What Makes a Relationship Great? 
 

Have you, at some point, asked yourself one of these questions: 
 

How do I make sure my relationship continues to be amazing? 

How do I change my relationship from ok to great? 

Something in my relationship isn’t working, but I don’t know what. 

 
Relationships don’t come with a manual or guide book! So, it’s easy to get lost… Whether you 
want to secure your relationship or improve it, you first need to understand what makes a 
relationship really satisfying. Knowing that will help you recognize your strengths and identify 
your growth areas. 

 
A great relationship is the result of having the right skills in a number of key areas: 
Commitment, Intimacy, Individuality, Communication, Passion, Teamwork, and Growth & 
Spirituality. Each dimension is important and adds to (or detracts from) your overall 
satisfaction. 

 
This questionnaire helps you learn about your relationship and identify what makes it work and 
what could be improved. While you’re asked to rate your relationship on these dimensions, the 
purpose of doing it is not the get a “good” or “bad” grade, but to learn about your potential 
and to encourage an open conversation with your partner. 

 
Below you’ll find a description of the seven dimensions of successful relationship. Each 
dimension is further broken down into three subcategories, described in terms of their ideal 
scenario. 

 
For each subcategory, read the description and rate how much this principle applies to 
your relationship currently, on a scale of 1 (“Not at all”) to 7 (“Very much”). Then, for your 
Total Satisfaction Score, add the totals for each dimension (out of 21). Use the “Notes” section 
to write down any thoughts or insights about areas of strength or points for discussion with 
your partner (see “Directions for Discussion” at the end of this questionnaire). Each partner 
should complete the questionnaire on their own and then use the discussion points as a guide 
for deeper conversation. 

 
You don’t need to get an ideal score for each category—if both of you are satisfied with where 
you stand in a particular area, nothing needs to be done about it! 
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1. Security 
 

A. Priority: The health and happiness of our relationship is a priority over other people or 
engagements. We resolve issues between us quickly and don’t let them linger. If one of us 
needs the other or is in distress, we make sure to respond immediately. We don’t share with 
other people things that will make one of us feel uncomfortable. In all-important matters, we 
turn to each other first. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at all   Moderately   Very much 
 
 

B. Security: We feel safe with each other. We never threaten the relationship or make the 
other person feel insecure about our commitment. If an insecurity comes up, we make sure 
to reassure each other quickly. We have each other’s back when dealing with any issue or 
person. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at all   Moderately   Very much 
 
 

C. Intention: We are committed to making this relationship work, and understand that to do 
that we must continue to grow and learn. We know that relationships have ups and downs, 
and we don’t let the downs affect our commitment. We act in a loving way even when we are 
upset or going through difficult time. Our connection is more important than being 
right or winning an argument. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at all   Moderately   Very much 
 
 

TOTAL SATISFACTION SCORE: SECURITY (A+B+C) = / 21 
 
 
 

Our strengths in these areas: 
 
 
 

My concerns in these areas: 
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2. Connection 
 

A. Affection: We take time to connect and show each other affection on a daily basis. We 
know exactly how to make each other feel loved and cherished and that they are special in our 
life. We touch and hug each other frequently, not just when we would like to have sex. We 
show appreciation to each other. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at all   Moderately   Very much 
 
 

B. Attunement: We can usually guess what the other feels and thinks and describe things 
from their perspective. We know what causes them to feel hurt, angry, or disappointed. We 
know how to support each other when they are in distress and how to make them feel better 
and happier. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at all   Moderately   Very much 
 
 

C. Emotional transparency: We feel comfortable sharing challenges and vulnerable feelings 
with each other. We can share fears, doubts, and insecurities and know that the other will 
support us. We take an interest in understanding how we are feeling and why and generally 
avoid blaming, criticism, or defensiveness. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at all   Moderately   Very much 
 
 

TOTAL SATISFACTION SCORE: CONNECTION (A+B+C) = / 21 
 
 
 
 

Our strengths in these areas: 
 
 
 

My concerns in these areas: 
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3. Autonomy 
 

A. Personal satisfaction: We are both happy with where we are in life and feel that our lives 
are satisfying. We invest time in fulfilling activities, whether it’s career or hobbies. We have a 
good balance between doing things together and taking time apart to follow our own interests 
and to meet with our own friends. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at all   Moderately   Very much 
 
 

B. Emotional regulation: We both know how to calm ourselves down when we get emotional 
(angry, sad, afraid, etc.). We can stay calm even when the other is in distress. We can express 
our own opinions even when they are different, and when necessary can say or hear “no” 
to/from each other without blaming or getting angry. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at all   Moderately   Very much 
 
 

C. Responsibility: We know that each one of us is in charge of our own happiness and has 
the power to influence the relationship. We know ourselves well and each of us can describe 
our own strengths and weaknesses. When something doesn’t go well we first ask ourselves, 
“What can I do different?” We focus on accepting rather than trying to change each other. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at all   Moderately   Very much 
 
 

TOTAL SATISFACTION SCORE: AUTONOMY (A+B+C) = / 21 
 
 
 

Our strengths in these areas: 
 
 
 

My concerns in these areas: 
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4. Communication 
 

A. Sharing: My partner is the first person I turn to for support and advice. We check in daily 
and know what’s going on in each other’s lives. There are no secrets between us, and we can 
talk about everything (including sex, money, kids, family, etc.). 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at all   Moderately   Very much 
 
 

B. Conflict resolution: When we have a disagreement, we try to address that immediately 
and can talk about it effectively. We don’t get stuck over the small stuff and can easily identify 
the real issues. We are respectful toward each other and avoid blaming, name-calling, or 
criticizing. After talking about difficult topics we usually feel closer. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at all   Moderately   Very much 
 
 

C. Heartfelt conversation: We listen carefully and try to understand each other before 
responding. We respect that the other might have different perceptions and don’t argue over 
whose version is right. Staying connected is more important to us than being right. If things get 
heated we stop and make sure the other person knows we care about them. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at all   Moderately   Very much 
 
 

TOTAL SATISFACTION SCORE: COMMUNICATION (A+B+C) =  / 21 
 
 
 
 

Our strengths in these areas: 
 
 
 

My concerns in these areas: 
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5. Passion 
 

A. Sensuality: We make sure we have downtime and enjoy activities together, especially our 
lovemaking. When we have sex we engage in touch and foreplay for its own sake, not just as a 
means to get to orgasm. We value feeling connected to our bodies and enjoy activities that 
promote this (dancing, sports, yoga, tai chi, etc.). 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at all   Moderately   Very much 
 
 

B. Variety: When it comes to sex, we are open to learning and exploring new ideas and 
experiences. We are open about our needs, desires, and fantasies, as well as our boundaries. 
We never criticize or shame our partner for bringing up a new idea or suggestion. We keep 
fun, surprise, and excitement alive in our lovemaking. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at all   Moderately   Very much 
 
 

C. Desire: Sex is a priority. We know how to connect to our own desire and to awaken desire 
in the other person. When our partner initiates sex, most of the time we respond to them, even 
if we don’t feel desire in the moment. We try to reduce distractions and focus our desire on 
each other and be passionate when we make love. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at all   Moderately   Very much 
 
 

TOTAL SATISFACTION SCORE: PASSION (A+B+C) =  / 21 
 
 
 

Our strengths in these areas: 
 
 
 

My concerns in these areas: 
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6. Teamwork 
 

A. Service: We take pleasure in doing things for one another and try to make things easier on 
each other. We are generous and don’t engage in score keeping. We are sensitive to each 
other and can usually anticipate the other’s needs. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at all   Moderately   Very much 
 
 

B. Roles: We have clearly defined roles and responsibilities and have an easy flow together. 
We feel balanced and equal and respect each other’s contributions. At the same time, if one of 
us needs help or support, the other immediately responds and fills in the gap. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at all   Moderately   Very much 
 
 

C. Flexibility: When we disagree about how something needs to get done, we are open to 
exploring our values and perspectives and don’t hold on to them in a rigid manner. We make 
space for each other’s ideas around issues like money, kids, career, etc., and always strive 
for a win-win solution. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at all   Moderately   Very much 
 
 

TOTAL SATISFACTION SCORE: TEAMWORK (A+B+C) =  / 21 
 
 
 
 

Our strengths in these areas: 
 
 
 

My concerns in these areas: 
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7. Growth & Spirituality 
 

A. Best self: We support each other in becoming our best selves. We tell the truth the way we 
see it, even if sometime that means challenging the other person. Through our relationship we 
help each other change and grow. We do our best to support each other’s dreams and 
aspirations. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at all   Moderately   Very much 
 
 

B. Vision & purpose: When it comes to the most important issues, we share the same values 
and vision for our life. We strive to live a life of purpose and engage in meaningful projects 
together. We talk about our spiritual beliefs and find ways to contribute to others’ well-being. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at all   Moderately   Very much 
 
 

C. Mystery: We believe that there is a greater context to why we are together, and we see 
each other as our teachers. We question our own ego and try to open up to something bigger 
than ourselves (in whatever way we define it). We try to accept and embrace whatever life 
brings to us. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at all   Moderately   Very much 
 
 

TOTAL SATISFACTION SCORE: GROWTH & SPIRITUALITY (A+B+C) = / 21 
 
 
 
 

Our strengths in these areas: 
 
 
 

My concerns in these areas: 
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Scoring 
 

Use the following scale to interpret your results for each dimension: 
 

18-21 – Very high: Congratulations! This is one of your strengths as a couple and you are 
very satisfied with this aspect of your relationship. 

 
14-17 – High: You’re probably satisfied with this area and show low distress. Some points can 
be improved, but you are in a good place over all. 

 
10-13 – Moderate: You are in the middle range for this dimension. You probably have some 
satisfaction and some frustration in this area. Talk with your partner and evaluate your key 
points for improvement and how important this dimension is for the two of you. 

 
6-9 – Low: You show signs of moderate to high distress and dissatisfaction with this area of 
your connection. It’s important to discuss your challenges in depth and come up with goals and 
steps to improve. 

 
5 or lower – Very low: You show very high distress and lack in this area. It’s likely that this 
also affects other areas of your life. It is crucial for you and your partner to spend time 
understanding this lack and how to create even small improvements. 

 
 

Discussion Questions 
 

Now’s the time to talk about your insights with your partner. For best results, use the following 
guidelines: 

 
• Set aside time to talk about things when you won’t be interrupted. 
• Focus on understanding your partner’s perspective, listen calmly, and ask questions to 

understand. 
• Accept that you might have different perspectives and they are both valid—so don’t 

argue or try to prove your point. 
 

1. Select two dimensions that you think are your strengths as a couple and discuss them with 
your partner. These are likely the dimensions with the highest scores, but they don’t have 
to be—you can focus on areas that you find important and see strengths in. What’s 
important for you about each dimension? What is it that you do as a couple that make it a 
strength? Try to be specific. 

 
2. Select two dimensions that you think are your growth areas. These are likely the lowest 

scored dimensions, but you can choose any areas that are important to you and where you 
see growth possibilities. Discuss with your partner specific actions or behavior changes you 
can make. Each partner should focus on what they can do rather than what the other 
person can do. 
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Additional questions: 
 

3. Are the overall scores for each dimension relatively the same, or do you have different 
views on some of the dimensions? Discuss any areas of difference. 

 
4. Which dimensions are most important to you, and which are less important? 

 
5. For the areas you marked as areas of growth: do you know any couples (personally or not) 

who can serve as a role model in those areas? What can you learn from them? 


